In this paper a study is begun of the complete unitary invariant ((1 -wT)~1e 1 (1 -zT) ~1e), first considered by Livsic in his paper 'On Spectral Resolution of Linear Nonself Adjoint Operators' Mat. Sb., 34 (76), 1954, 145-199, of a triple (T, H, e) where T is a bounded linear operator on a Hubert space H and e is a cyclic vector for T in H, as a reproducing kernel. One of the important points is the construction of a subset of the group algebra of the torus closed under pointwise addition and convolution. This obviously will generate a ring called the K-ring. A study of this ring will be done later.
Several other theorems and constructions are also given.
Introduction* Let T be a bounded linear operator on a Hubert space H with a topoJlogically cyclic vector e in H. In this paper we wish to study certain analytic functions associated with the triple (T, H, e) for the sake of the problem of invariant subspaces of T in H. (See also [8] and [15] .)
The paper is divided into six sections. In § 1 we present some facts about reproducing kernels with analyticity properties. In § 2 we consider a triple (T, H, e) of the above type. H can then be represented as a Hubert space of conjugate analytic functions a e [H] with a reproducing Kernel K. T* on H assumes the form of reverse shift on the Taylor coefficients of functions in a e [H] . (See also [11] or [19] .) In § 3 we recover (T, H, e) from the reproducing kernel of a e [H] in two ways. The notion of an analytic function of positive definite type is introduced and it is shown that only these can arise as reproducing kernels of a e [H] . These functions are also related to invariant subspaces ( §4). In § 5 a category of triples is constructed and it is connected to the harmonic analysis of the two-torus via the analytic functions of positive definite type. Section 6 consists of some examples and counterexamples about the analytic functions of positive definite type.
The paper is based on the author's dissertation written under the guidance of Professor John L. Kelley of the University of California, Berkeley. The author would like to thank Professor Kelley for help and advice. H be a Hubert space of functions on a set X with the inner product (,). In Theorem 1.2 we present a few facts of a theory of H due essentially to E. H. Moore and N. Aronszajn. See [1] and [2] . DEFINITION 1.1. A reproducing kernel for H is a complex valued function K on X x X such that:
(i) For all yeX,K y eH where K y (x) = ΛΓfo y). (ii) If g e H then for all yeX 9 (g f K y ) = g (y) , and (iii) The linear span of the set {K y } yex of functions is dense in H.
Note that if K is a reproducing kernel then the map g ι -g(y) = (g, K y ) is a bounded linear functional on H; i.e., evaluation at a point is continuous. Also if H is a pre-Hilbert space of funtions on a set X with continuous evaluation then the completion H oί H can be realized as a space of functions on X by setting h(x) = (fc, iQ for ίcelandkff where iΓ,e 5" is such that (/, K x ) = f(x) for all /e H. , a n and all members x lf x 2 , , x n of X. Since Σ* a t K(x 9 x x ) = (Σ* a<K. i9 K x ) ^ VK (x, x) VΣ^SMx^x,) from the Cauchy inequality, a function of positive type K also has a further property, namely that if ΣL=i Ui<LjK(xs, xd = 0 then Σa,iK(x, x t ) = 0 for all xeX.
Thus it is clear from part (iv) of Theorem 1.2 that a function of positive type is a reproducing kernel. (A function of positive type K is necessarily selfadjoint i.e., K(x, y) = K{y, x) for all x, y in X.) DEFINITION 
, a n be any complex numbers and let a u , a n e D s . Consider the rational function / given by f{z) = Σ* α € (l -a^Y 1 . The following result is probably well-known and will be used later. We leave the proof of this fact to the reader. See for example [20] .
Now we make the following definition. Let E be a linear space with a locally convex topology r and let E' be its dual. Then the strong topology for E r is the topology of uniform convergence on r-bounded sets.
The following result will be important in the sequel. where C is the contour tv->(r + έ)e u , 0 ^ t ^ 2π, for some small ε depending on f and g.
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Proof. We present an outline of the proof and refer to [14] for more information. Since B r is a Montel space it is reflexive ([14] , 20 F(a)) and hence it suffices to show that the dual of 2? r , with strong topology is A llrf for the pairing above.
To show this, let for each z e D 1/r , h z be the member of B r given by h z (ζ) = 1/(1 -ζz) for ζ e D r . For any continuous linear functional g on B r let %{g) be defined by i Q (g)(z) = g(h z ). Then %{g) is a welldefined function and is a member of A 1/r 
where C is a contour as in the c statement of the proposition ε being so small that it is contained in the domain of holomorphy of /. Conversely any member of A 1/r defines a continuous linear functional on B r by the above formula and thus A ίlr and B' r are algebraically isomorphic.
To complete the proof it remains to show that the topology of u.c.c. on A llr coincides with the strong topology of B' r . To prove this first observe that each bounded set of B r is contained in a bounded set of Ά r . for some r' > r ( [14] , 17G (6) (iii)). Hence it follows that B' r with strong topology is metrizable ( [14], 18.4) . Since each bounded subset of A r , is uniformly bounded on every compact subset of Ό r ,, a Cauchy sequence in the u.c.c. topology of ~A^r is also a Cauchy sequence in its strong topology. That a Cauchy sequence in the strong topology of B' r is also a Cauchy sequence in its u.c.c. topology follows from the observation that for any compact subset K of D ljr the family of functions {h z } zeκ is bounded in B r and also the fact that for any h e A 1/rf where -takes a function into its complex conjugate. From Lemma 2.9 and the discussion following it we see that there is a map S*: A ί/r -* A l!r so that a e -T* = S* Λ: e where a e is as above. THEOREM 
Let (T, H, e) be a Hilbert triple with \\T\\ = r. Then S*a e = a e T* where a e is such that a e (x)(z) = (x, (1 -zTγ γ e) for all z e D Ur and all x e H, and S*f(z) = f(z) -f(0)/z. Moreover, a e is injective iff (T, H, e) is cyclic and in that case
Proof. We show that a e is such that a e {x){z)
Now we prove the rest of the theorem. Since a e (x) -0 iff (x, (1 -zT)~ιe) = 0 for all zeD l!r it follows that a e (x) = 0 iff (x, p(T)e) = 0 for all pe&>. If e is cyclic then this holds iff x = 0. 
, (T*, H, e) is unitarily equivalent via a e to (S*, a e [H], K Q ).
The above corollary can also be deduced directly. See for example [15] . 574 V. N. SINGH 3* The triple of an A*F*P*Ί\ In this section we study the kernel function of a triple more closely. First we mention some properties of a kernel function. Note that if K is the kernel function of (T, H, e) where ||Γ|| = r then K can be written as Σ ^oίϊ 1^, T m e)z m w n for z, w e D 1/r . The boundedness of T is reflected in a special property of K. The infinite dimensionality of H is also reflected in another property of K. We describe these properties. First the following definitions. DEFINITION 
The map S?\ A StS
where C is such that its inverse contains D ιls and is preferably a circle with center 0.
It follows from Theorem 1.5 that if
6 a' is a function of positive type so is £^{a) 9 
since Φ Φ £^{a){z, w)p(z~1)p(w~ί)(dz/z)(dw/w) = φ φ α(^, w)p ί (z~1)p 1 (w~1)(dz/z)(dw/w), where p 1 is the polynomial such

J c J c
that p x (z) = zp{z). As shown by the following result the kernel function of a Hubert triple is always an a.f.p.d.t. PROPOSITION 
If K is the kernel function for the triple (T, H y e) then K is an a.f.p.d.t. and S^{K) is the kernel function for the triple (Γ, H, Te). Moreover, if (Γ, H, e) is cyclic, then -p{K) = ||Γ|| and K is nondegenerate iff άimH = oo.
We omit the straightforward proof of this proposition.
Recall that if (T, H, e) is a cyclic triple then we have seen in §2 (Theorem 2.15) that (Γ*, H, e) is unitarily equivalent via a e to (S*, a e [H], K o ) and that a e [H] with ( )« β is a space of functions with continuous evaluations at points, thus the space a e [H] and in fact the triple (T*, H, e) and hence (Γ, H, e)
, is determined by the kernel function K. We want to describe explicitly in two different ways corresponding to the two Theorems 1.2 and 1.5 of § 1, the construction of (T, H, e) from K.
First it follows from a e -T* = S*-^ and the fact that a* = at that a e -T = S-a e where S is the adjoint of S* relative to the inner product ( ) ae of a e [H] . We construct a e [H] in terms of the kernel K of (T, H, e). We make the construction for an arbitrary a.f .p.t. 
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Since, if K is the kernel function for (T, H, e) then K(z, w) = ((1 -wT)~le, (1 -zTY'e), a e [H] = H
κ . Since e is cyclic the adjoint S of S* is given by 
where C ίf C 2 are contours specified as in Definition 3.7. It follows from the Cauchy formula (see [13] , page 26) that (R λ , R μ ) = K(X, μ) and thus (ii) is proved. The proof of (iii) is straightforward and is left to the reader. 
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To be sure we should refer to vector valued integration but here
is independent of the contour C so long it has the properties given in the definition. We have the following proposition. PROPOSITION is commutative. To prove that the rest of the diagram is also commutative it suffices to prove that C'-S = M z . C on elements of the type K a of H κ . However, this is true since C'-S(K a )(z) = C".
Now we prove that C f~ι = J for any a.f.p.t. K. To do so it suffices to consider elements of the form C\K a ) of H κ . For such an element The above theorem is an immediate consequence, of the fact that the inclusion of H κ in A r is continuous, and the closed graph theorem. We leave the proof to the reader.
Let (Γ, H, e) be a cyclic triple. We prove another proposition which relates invariant subspaces of T in H to functions of positive definite type arising from the kernel function of (T, H 9 e) and the projection corresponding to the invariant subspace. THEOREM 
Let {T, H y e) be a cyclic triple. Then P is an orthogonal projection so that P{H) is invariant under T if and only if the function K' defined by K'(z, w) = ((I -
We have to show that P(H) is invariant under T if and only if the operator (I -P)x\-*(I -P)Tx is bounded. We prove this fact as a consequence of a more general lemma. LEMMA 4.6. Let (Γ, H, e) Proof. Hz is clearly a linear subspace of H invariant under T. The whole difficulty lies in showing that it is closed. This is also quite straightforward and we do it as follows. Let {pT(T)e}i be a sequence converging to x m and let also the {x m } m converge to x. Also let {pΓ(Γ)β}i converge to 0 for each m. Let B(x, 2~n) (B(x, 2~n) (x, 2~w0 -B(x, 2~% ί~1 ). Suppose also that {[/".}* is a countable neighborhood basis at 0 for H. For each n t choose a p*f %i) so that G U n . and p*f %i) (T) The category ^ also admits the usual tensor product operation (x). iZΊ ® H 2 and its ϊ 2 -completion H x (g) H 2 , T x (x) T 2 and its extension Tiβ §T t are defined as usual. It is well-known that if TΊ and T 2 are bounded linear operaters then so is ϊ\ ® T 2 and in fact || T x ® Γ 2 1| l lϊί || || TJI. (See [6] .) LEMMA 
= || (I -P)TPp{T)e + (I -P)T(I -P)p(T)e \\ H = P)T(I-P)p(T)e \\ H ^ || T(I-P)p(T)e \\ H ^ M\\ (I-P)p(T)e\\
The operation (x) is a product in &.
We leave the proof of this statement to the reader. It is easy to check that (x) is not a sum in <g^ (see counterexample 2, § 6).
Unfortunately we do not know an abstract characterization of the category <&. DEFINITION 5.3 . An atom in a category is an object such that every morphism from it is either zero or a monomorphism.
Theorem 5.4. Let (T, H, e)e ^ be a cyclic triple then T has no proper invariant subspaces in H iff (T, H 9 e) is an atom in ^.
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